
The opportunity
to become a full time
professional day trader 
working just one
hour a day by joining
The WIZARDS of PIPS
$TRADE token from The WIZARDS of PIPS 
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The TRADE token is an access token allowing the community inside the 
trading community for Institution.co.uk - a professional FOREX and Indices 
trading floor based in London.

Trading the UK London and US opening bells LIVE, the community are able 
to take advantage of real LIVE TRADING. There are many ‘calls’ groups out 
there, many with 10’s of thousands of members - NONE of these groups 
trade LIVE and call trades as they happen. The Wizards group let you behind 
the scenes of a real life trading floor.

It is the vision of the founders to build a team of fully qualified and
experienced traders and provide access to some of the world’s best trading 
tools as well as create a community of like minded people.

Too much of the trading industry revolves around the latest and greatest 
‘new’ EA’s and now AI tools, most of which are not new (recreations of
semi successful tools that have been rebranded) and there are too many 
new traders buying them. In terms of real education, yes it does exist in the 
space but expect to pay in excess of $20,000 to access the people who
provide high level insight and education. With the TRADE token holding
it will enable our community to accessthis quality of education AND live 
trading in one place for a fraction of the cost. As the community grows
and the token price increases with higher and higher floors so will the 
cost to enter, so those who join at the start of this journey will be able
to access 10’s of thousands of dollars of value for maybe as little as $100.
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The Wizards themselves are a group of master traders from around the 
world with many years experience. The team specialize in The DAX, NAS100, 
FOREX pairs as well as Gold and and have an astute ability across all major 
Forex pairs utilizing simple but highly effective strategies. They have been 
trained and mentored by some of the best traders in the world and their
aim is to help you become an effective and profitable trader as quickly 
as possible with as little risk as possible.

On top of that you can become part of a community where crypto assets are 
traded daily, where calls are made for new and exciting projects, where real 
education and assistance is provided around the defi/crypto market.

Again this is $1,000’s in value. With the growth of the community we intend 
to become a global hub for traders to access ideas and education while
positioning and profiting from the next bull run.
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To LP - 90% Locked for 60 days
Team - 5% locked for 30 days
Marketing and partnerships - 5%
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Tokenomics

The WIZARDS of PIPS and the Yellow Pip Road services and products
from Institution Trading. www.institution.co.uk
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